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GRADES K–6

Dear California Reviewer,
Thank you for reviewing California HMH Science DimensionsTM (K–6). This program addresses the complexities of
the California Framework and Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)* through careful design
and testing. Thoughtfully created by a team of leading authors and education experts, the program is driven
by student-led, hands-on activities. The curriculum design incorporates the Three Dimensions of Learning
and the Performance Expectations (PEs) of the NGSS for California. Every lesson in the program is founded
in the instruction and assessment resources for teachers and students, active learning activities, relevant
investigations, and evidence gathering required by CA NGSS.
California HMH Science Dimensions is organized into units and lessons accessed through an Interactive
Student Consumable Worktext and a Student Interactive Digital Curriculum. In addition to being an
online version of the Worktext, the Student Interactive Digital Curriculum also provides student access to
immersive digital learning resources, including You Solve It! simulations, videos and animations, Take it
Further learning interactivities, and tech-enhanced assessment.
The Teacher’s Edition and the Online Digital Management Center—the primary instructional resources—
focus on enhanced planning and instructional support, with an emphasis on universal access with a studentcentered style of learning and teaching that lives up to the ideals of the new standards. These resources
provide teachers with the support needed to help students master the expectations of the California
Framework and NGSS for California.
The Reviewer’s Sample Box contains the following resources designed to assist you in evaluating
California HMH Science Dimensions:
1. Reviewer Guide featuring a Program Description and Program Components List
2. Evaluation Criteria and Standards Maps
• Printed version
• Digital version with embedded links: located on USB
• Web-based version: HMH Online Reviewer Resource Website at hmhco.com/CAScienceReview
3. Reviewer Login Instructions
For digital copies of the documents included in the Reviewer’s Sample Box, please visit the HMH Online
Reviewer Resource Website at hmhco.com/CAScienceReview
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt® sincerely appreciates your time and commitment on behalf of California
educators and students.
Sincerely,
Your HMH California Team
* Next Generation Science Standards and logo are registered trademarks of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product, and they do not endorse it.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
California HMH Science DimensionsTM is a K–6 program that was built from the ground up to take
full advantage of the advances in research and pedagogy that inform the California Next Generation
Science Standards and the 2016 California Science Framework.
California HMH Science Dimensions provides support for students and teachers for the shifts in
learning and teaching that are necessary for the new standards, such as the following:
• Student-Centered Learning—lesson structure is designed for maximum flexibility and can be
applied to whole-class situations, small-group situations, or even individual self-paced learning. In
the online edition, students are given even more control over their own learning than in print, with
immediate feedback on formative assessment items that occur on every screen, with different
options from which they can select for the "Elaborate" phase of the lesson in the Take It Further at
the end of the lesson, and with interactive "You Solve It" simulations in which each student's
choices will drive different results, rather than rote one-size-fits-all learning experiences. The
online and print experiences are developed in parallel so teacher and students can easily move
back and forth between them as resources and situations dictate.
• Performance not Recall—throughout, the emphasis is on what students DO. Each page/screen
of the program gives students something to explore and respond to with specific tasks, not just
simple recall questions. Because the standards are based on Performance Expectations, each
unit's in-text summative assessment includes a Unit Performance Task that allows for students to
apply their learning to DO something, frequently applying parts of the Engineering Design
Process. The Performance-Based Assessments available online and in the Assessment Guide
include a unique Three-Dimensional rubric for each one that allows teachers to assess students'
achievement of the Performance Expectations and all three of the supporting dimensions of
science learning.

• Phenomena— Each unit of study is carefully crafted around a hierarchy of phenomena, which set
the stage and provide coherence for the science learning experience. A unit is introduced by an
anchor phenomenon—the Unit Opener and Unit Project—that serves as the introduction and
touchstone for learning throughout the unit. Each anchor phenomenon is supported by lessonlevel investigative phenomena, the "Can You Explain It?" or "Can You Solve It?", each of which
takes on a smaller piece of the larger topic and serves as the mainstay for the explorations of a
lesson. Finally, each investigative phenomenon is illuminated by everyday phenomena and reallife examples and explorations that provide depth, coherence, and support for students to build
their own understanding of the science that grounds each of the phenomena.

• Claims-Evidence-Reasoning— In addition to the phenomena, the curriculum is shaped by a
student-centered question development strategy and a "claims, evidence, and reasoning"
approach. The claim made about the investigative phenomenon at the start of each lesson is
further explored in light of the evidence provided by the individual everyday phenomena
throughout the lesson. Then at the lesson's end, students apply this evidence and their reasoning
to provide a more in-depth answer in revisiting the investigative phenomenon from the start of the
lesson. This reasoning is also applied to the anchor phenomena as students continue work on
the Unit Project throughout multiple lessons. The same claims-evidence-reasoning approach is
also applied to the Hands-On Activities and Hands-On Labs (Grade 6) throughout the lessons.
• Three Dimensional Learning—The emphasis in the California HMH Science Dimensions
Student Edition and Online Student Edition is on removing obstacles, like standards citations,
between the students and their engagement with real-world phenomena. But the Teacher's
Edition makes it clear how deeply three-dimensional learning is embedded in the design of the
program. Three Dimensional Learning Objectives at the start of every Explore-Explain learning
cycle break the standards down into manageable pieces that can be achieved in a few days'
instruction. Frequent on-page teaching tips keyed to the three dimensions provide formative
assessment questions for teachers to use in group discussion to check frequently that student
learning is genuinely taking place across all dimensions. HMH's unique online Trace Tool quickly
demonstrates with just a click or two how any given standard or dimension of learning spirals from
one grade to another.
• Three Dimensional Assessment—The dedication to the three dimensions extends beyond
student learning to assessment as well. The summative assessment items, whether in-text at the
unit level, or in Unit Tests found online and in the print Assessment Guide only include questions
and items that apply to more than one of the dimensions, with easy to use "Three-Dimensional
Item Analysis" charts for teachers to swiftly identify them. As described above, under the heading
"Performance, not Recall," Unit Performance Tasks in the Student Edition and Online
Interactive Digital Student Edition and Performance-Based Assessments online and in the print
Assessment Guide are also thoroughly three-dimensional exercises.
• Integration of Engineering—Our Consulting Author, Cary Sneider, the lead writer of the national
NGSS Engineering Standards, was adamant that engineering be integrated throughout the
curriculum and not just in a single unit. In California HMH Science Dimensions, the connections
to the Engineering Design Process are found in many units throughout each grade level. In
addition, as described earlier under the heading "Performance not Recall," Unit Performance
Tasks frequently scaffold students in applying the steps of the Engineering Design Process.
• Integration of the Disciplines of Science—The vision of the California Framework is that Life
Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science are no longer treated as separate subjects without
interconnections but that units of instruction incorporate two or more at a time. California HMH
Science Dimensions fulfills this vision with units of instruction such as Grade 5's "Energy and
Matter in Organisms," and "Energy and Matter in Ecosystems," among others.
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• Connections to Other Disciplines—With point-of-use references and detailed correlations in
the back of each Teacher's Edition, it's clear how California HMH Science Dimensions places
science learning in the context of broader student learning for the following:
o California Common Core State Standards: English Language Arts & Literacy
in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects
o California Common Core State Standards: Mathematics
o California English Language Development Standards
o California Environmental Principles and Concepts

The research-based Worktext supports students with the expectations
of the California Framework and Next Generation Science
Standards for California by engaging students with lesson concepts,
skills, and applications in a “Hands-On Minds-On” approach while
weaving the Three Dimensions of Learning throughout.

Student Workbook
3

Student Workbook
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GRADE 3Includes support for instruction during designated

ELD time in your classroom.

Designated ELD in Your Science Classroom
Student Edition
This ELD resource offers consumable vocabulary building and close
reading activities for selected pieces of text. Common science activities
on identifying key claims, evidence, and reasoning promote classroom
conversations and engagement. Also includes vocabulary cards, sentence
frames, and other support materials for emerging, expanding, and
bridging proficiency levels.

Science and Engineering Leveled Readers

Designated ELD:

Designated ELD:

ScienceSaurus® is a user-friendly resource. Look inside
whenever you have questions about science. Packed with
useful information, ScienceSaurus addresses key
science and engineering topics including:

• Word Network
• Vocabulary cards for each lesson
• Blank Vocabulary Cards for students to create
their own study words
• Support for using vocabulary cards
• Sentence frames for science class discussions on:
• Hands-on Labs
• Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning
• DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs
• Language X-Ray for each lesson including
Vocabulary Building support and Unpacking
the Text
• Student-facing worksheets
• Bibliography of recent research on ELD topics
• Answer Key

4
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Why Is
Weather
Important?

Available online and
for tablet devices

Text printed on
recycled paper

thinkcentral.com

NEW EDITION

Read, Write, Share! (K-2) and Language SmArts (3-6) prompts in the Student Edition and Online
Student Interactive Edition give students an opportunity to engage in different types of writing to
share science understanding and knowledge with others. Similarly, Do the Math! activities found
throughout the lessons of the K–6 program integrate mathematics into science learning.

Student Edition

Designated ELD: Student Workbook

In addition, Integrated ELD strategies at point of use within the Teacher's Edition and a separate
Designated ELD in Your Science Classroom component assure that teachers have the support
they need to help English Learners acquire the technical and academic vocabulary and language
skills to be able to read, write, listen, and speak about issues and concepts in science and
engineering.

STUDENT COMPONENTS

doing science

1535897

1535897-G2 Red 6

life science

High-interest, nonfiction text to enhance science literacy skills through
extending key science and engineering concepts and vo cabulary.
earth science

physical science

natural resources and the
environment

ScienceSaurus also includes “how-to”
information on doing science research
and taking tests, as well as biographies
of famous scientists, an illustrated
glossary of science terms, and more!

ScienceSaurus®–A Student Handbook

Levels 2-3

1533666

Research and reference tool supporting core science content.
23_CTXAESS056886_HCVR.indd 1

Of course, there's much more going on within California HMH Science Dimensions, from detailed
teacher Planners to just-in-time Professional Development Videos to support all of these
instructional shifts. Welcome to the next generation of user-friendly, student-centered science
teaching and learning!

Student Interactive Digital Curriculum
Videos, animations, interactive instruction, simulations,
open-ended prompts, technology-enhanced inputs, audio,
and Take It Further activities provide opportunities for
personalized learning as students master the expectations
of the California Framework and Next Generation Science
Standards for California. Look for:
You Solve It! Simulations
Math and ELA Online Handbooks
 cience and Engineering Practices and
S
Crosscutting Concepts
Downloadable Student Edition
Multi-Lingual Glossary
Offline Access
HMH® Field Trips Powered by Google® Expeditions

Levels 2-3

• Diversity and Equity—Along with images of people that reflect California's diverse population
and cultures, individual spotlight features and integrated discussions within lessons explore
historical and contemporary contributors to science and engineering that reflect the full range of
ethnic and cultural groups in California, while paying heed to the FAIR Education Act.

NEW EDITION

3/4/13 3:17 PM
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TEACHER EDITION

TEACHER COMPONENTS
Teacher Edition
Unit and Lesson instructional support includes collaboration, ClaimsEvidence-Reasoning, EL and Advanced/Gifted support, hands-on activities
and labs, and clearly labeled PEs, SEPs, DCIs, and CCCs of CA NGSS,
including Math and ELA connections.

Designated ELD
in Your Science Classroom

Equipment Kits
Designated ELD
in Your Science Classroom

hmhco.com

Includes support for instruction during designated
ELD time in your classroom.

Designated ELD in Your Science Classroom
Teacher Edition
This guide contains support for students of all proficiency levels
ASSESSMENT GUIDE
(emerging, expanding, and bridging), ELD author articles, blackline
masters of vocabulary cards, generic strategies, specific recommendations
by lesson of how to apply strategies, sentence frames, and more.

ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Text printed on
recycled paper

Consumable and non-consumable materials
used to complete the hands-on activities
within the program.

Designated ELD

• Word Network
• Vocabulary cards for each lesson
• Blank Vocabulary Cards for students to create
their own study words
• Support for using vocabulary cards
• Sentence frames for science class discussions on:
• Hands-on Labs
• Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning
• DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs
• Language X-Ray for each lesson including
Vocabulary Building support and Unpacking
the Text
• Student-facing worksheets
• Bibliography of recent research on ELD topics
• Answer Key
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GRADE 4

1699850

Includes Formative, Summative, and
Performance-Based Assessments

Formative, Summative, and Performance-Based Assessments
at the Lesson, Unit, and Benchmark level that were developed from the
California Next Generation Science Standards.

Text printed on
recycled paper

Assessment Guide

Assessment Guide

• Beginning-of-Year Test
• Unit Pretests
• Lesson Quizzes
• Unit Tests
• Mid-Year Test A
• Mid-Year Test B (Modified)
• End-of-Year Test A
• End-of-Year Test B (Modified)
• Performance-Based Assessments
• Answer Key
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Safety Kits
Safety Kits provide the materials you need to
address classroom safety while performing
the program activities.

Science and Engineering Leveled Reader
Teacher Guides
Correlated to the CA NGSS, they provide teaching strategies for before
reading, during reading, and during response to reading. Activities are
in English and Spanish.

Online Teacher Edition & Digital
Management Center
Includes all the support from the Print Materials plus
P
 rofessional Learning Videos
K–12 CA NGSS Standards Trace Tool
G
 oogle Expeditions with HMH Field Trip
Lesson Plans
Downloadable Teacher Edition Resource Tool
Online Assessment with Item Banks
Performance-Based Assessments
Data/Reporting
O
 ffline Access

Parent Resources
PARENT–FACING VIDEOS
Videos offer background and explanations of
CA NGSS to enhance parent understanding.
PARENT LETTERS
Unit letters in multiple languages orient
parents to the topic of study and provide
tips for supporting instruction with at-home
discussions or quick family activities.

NOTES
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GRADE 5
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